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cryengine3 now supports importing and saving of data in the
new shared memory format. this allows both the fast loading
and rendering of large data sets. there are no performance
penalties for using this format, since the entire memory is
shared between the game and the engine. the data is stored in
a shared memory buffer in a segmented format that is
compatible with most recent operating systems. cryengine3 is
now based on c++ 11! this development is a huge step
forward in the implementation and documentation of the
engine, making it much easier to find and reference
documentation, and providing a secure environment that
removes a number of "big" memory leaks. a new sdk feature,
intermedia rendering, works with all renderers in cryengine. it
allows players to create animated titles with
custom/overlapping animations, and a texturing system that is
highly configurable and easy to use. cryengine games that
were previously implemented with built-in texturing systems
can now easily apply an array of textures using a simple api.
our new cry-engine web viewer is a platform-independent tool
that allows users to view and work with cryengine games. it
includes a web-based viewer with fast rendering and playback,
and a debugger to set breakpoints and view the state of game
objects in the scene. the cry-engine was always a big engine in
a small package, but starting with cryengine3, we’ve added
many important improvements. we have improved the
memory usage, the api and the ease of use. we have added a
new “real-time” renderer, which is fast and easy to use. in
addition, we have added many new features, such as the g-
mipmap rendering technique, and the ability to render
reflective surfaces.
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systems, and the user interface for such authoring is actually a
painless, natural extension of the workflows that cryengine3
already provides. the particle editor can also author spline
paths between two game objects, or as a starting point for

other scripts. an ai agent is a powerful tool for designing any
kind of game experience. it is possible to create ai agents that

have a wide variety of behaviors and that can simulate
intelligent behavior. from standard navigation, to procedural

generation, to realistic navigation, to physics-based combat, to
procedural destruction, to decomposable scene traversal,

cryengine3 provides the tools for any ai you may need. the
first person physics-based combat is exciting, innovative, and
maddening in equal measure; a theme that permeates almost

every part of kingdom come. there are so many good ideas
here, and although the ai and environments can be janky in
the extreme - probably owing to the fact that cryengine was

built for fps games - it presents a potential for medieval
roleplay thats second-to-none. the efficient and accurate

rendering of light sources such as torches and fire is crucial for
a realistic game. by utilising the improved light transport

simulation (lts) in cryengine3 dx11, the game can more easily
determine the physical size of a light source, as well as its
position in space. this leads to more accurate and realistic

lighting and looks better than ever before! lighting and
rendering is crucial for any game, and cryengine3 dx11
provides a highly accurate means of calculating physical

lighting. if light sources emit light, it is important that their real-
world size and position is determined accurately. cryengine3

dx11 implements lts, an algorithm that works on top of
standard lighting and rendering solutions, and allows the same
kind of accurate lighting for reflections and contact shadows as

traditional renderers use. this allows the game to determine
the size and position of any light source in the environment,

and accurately calculate its contribution to the lighting
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